
                    WASR Range Rules 

 

1. All shooters must register and sign a liability waiver with WASR prior to shooting (located at Pavilion-

drop in drop box near door) 

2. All shooters must be accompanied by WASR/Big Salty RO NO EXCEPTIONS! 

a. WASR/Big Salty RO is required every two years, date must be within that time frame on 

membership card. 

3. No less than two persons shall be on the range at any time one must be a certified WASR/Big Salty RO- 

4. Must be reserved on SKEDDA and scheduled to include paid for range use prior to shooting. Only 

expectation is payment if you are doing an hour worth of service-then log in work log. 

5. All shooters and spectators within the firing area must wear eye protection. 

6. All shooters should wear ear protection. 

7. This is a LEAD BULLET only range, no jackets or plating will be shot on the Metal targets, paper or 

cardboard is unlimited, damages will be assessed to the shooter. 

8. Only Cowboys with Cowboy rounds shoot the steel Cowboy targets. 

9. .50 cal, 338 Lapua, Full Auto not authorized on range. 

10. All guns remain open and empty until going from the loading table to the firing line. Keep muzzles up at 

all times except when at the firing line. 

11. The 170 degree rule is a cone of safety into which the guns must be pointed when loaded. The 170 cone 

is parallel to the targets and perpendicular to the shooting line in each bay. The 170 cone rule will be 

enforced from the loading to unloading table. 

12. Sweeping someone with a loaded gun can result in loss of range privileges. 

13. Not adhering to the loading and unloading procedures can result in loss of range privileges. 

14. Unsafe gun handling will result a loss of range membership. 

15. Bad attitudes are not tolerated at WASR/Big Salty. 

16. Load only at the loading table; no loaded guns away from the firing line. 

17. Make sure your guns are empty prior to loading and after unloading. 

18. No dry firing at the loading table-use safety areas if required. 

19. If you are not able to shoot safely due to the RO or props say so before you shoot. 

20. If you have a physical consideration say so before you shoot. 

21. If you are not ready to shoot do not go to the line. 

22. No drugs, alcohol or impairing medications before shooting or on the range. 

23. Be courteous of other clubs on range. 

24. The range must be cleaned of brass and garbage after each shooting session. 

25. The trailers/gates must be closed/ locked, props and targets reset each day 

26.  If EMT’s are called, call the Lee Kay front desk; tell them EMT’s are coming. 

27.  No street vehicles are allowed past the mouth of any bay at any time. 

Range use is a privilege and can be revoked. BLUF treat 

range and policies as if it was your very own range.   

 Simple as DRT “Do the Right Thing” 


